Abstract. In systems modelling for fusion power plants, it is essential to robustly predict the performance of a given machine design (including its respective operating scenario). One measure of machine performance is the energy confinement time τ E that is typically predicted from experimentally derived confinement scaling laws (e.g. IPB98(y,2)). However, the conventionally used scaling laws have been derived for ITER whichunlike a fusion power plant -will not have significant radiation inside the separatrix.
Introduction
Systems codes are typically used in conceptual design activities for fusion power plants to find optimised design points both consistent with physical laws and technological constraints. For this approach, 0-D models of both the relevant plasma parameters as well as the machine design are employed to quickly navigate through the large parameter space. Within Europe the systems modelling activities are currently mainly focussed on designing a demonstration power plant, DEMO, as specified in the European roadmap to fusion electricity (1) .
One central problem of power plant design activities is to find a scenario which has a power balance consistent with the assumed injected heating power and the self-heating power from the fusion reactions. This is normally formulated as W th = P heat Hτ E,sc (1) where W th is the thermal stored energy, P heat is the net heating power, H is the confinement enhancement (H)factor, and τ E,sc is the predicted energy confinement time obtained from a scaling law. For DEMO studies, the IPB98(y,2)(2) scaling for the confinement time in s is typically used 
where I p is the plasma current in MA, B t is the toroidal magnetic field in T , n l,19 is the line averaged electron density in 10 19 m −3 , P L is the loss power in MW, R 0 is the machine major radius in m, = a/R is the inverse aspect ratio with the machine minor radius a, κ a is the plasma elongation and M is the ion mass number in atomic mass units.
Unlike current machines a fusion power plant and even ITER will need to reduce the heat load on its divertor plates by a significant amount. The most promising approach to solve this issue is to purposefully seed impurities into the plasma to radiate away the heat and therefore spread it more evenly over the first wall components rather than focus it on a small region in the divertor (e.g. (3)). While ITER is operating already close to its L-H threshold limit and therefore cannot allow any significant radiation from inside the seperatrix, this will be mandatory for DEMO to reduce the load on the divertor to reasonable amounts.
Previous work (4) already raised the issue of how the radiation from the core plasma -that can be seen as a separate loss channel to the conductive/convective losses described in the confinement scaling -should be treated.
Experimentally, Reinke et al. (5) who investigate impurity seeded (N 2 , Ne and Ar) enhanced D-α H-mode experiments on Alcator C-Mod find that energy confinement strongly depends on the difference between the input power and the radiated power inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS). However, the question remains what part of the radiation should be considered as "core radiation" and therefore as instantaneous loss to either/both the heating or loss power in equations 1 and 2.
Assuming the IPB98(y,2) confinement scaling and separating out the dependence on the loss power, a simple parametrisation for the energy confinement can be given as
where f 98 summarises all other parameter dependencies of the scaling law. This allows the separation of radiation impact on heating (γ) from the effect on confinement (χ).
A recent international comparison of systems codes (6) showed that as machine parameters generally converge between codes, the calculations of the confinement time and required H-factor to achieve a particular performance diverge; a phenomenon which was found to be due to the different treatment of radiation in the different codes. It is clear that there is little agreement on how radiation and confinement should interact in 0-d systems codes. The work in this paper is an attempt to systematically approach the problem.
In Section 2, we describe the method we used to approach this issue using ASTRA/TGLF simulations. We show and discuss our results in Section 3 and conclude in 4.
Method
In this work, we assume that γ = χ in equation 3 which seems reasonable if the confinement scaling captures both the energy transport and pedestal characteristics. We furthermore assume that γ is dependent on the radiation profile within the plasma -that is, the effect of radiation is dependent on where it is emittedand therefore the calculation of the effective radiation power γP rad can be reduced to an integral across the profile
where ρ is the normalised minor radius of the plasma, f (ρ) is a function to be determined which divides the radiation at each location into 'core' and 'non-core' radiation and dV is the plasma volume element. In order to assess the most appropriate form of f (ρ) a series of runs were carried out using the transport code ASTRA (7; 8; 9), with the core transport coeffcients provided by the predictive model TGLF (10) . TGLF has been shown to correctly predict datasets from DIII-D (11) and radiative discharges in ASDEX-Upgrade (12; 13). For a typical DEMO reactor configuration, ASTRA/TGLF runs are reasonably consistent with the IPB98(y,2) scaling (see (14) where the full simulations have been described more thoroughly) .
For our analysis, the radiation losses were not chosen to represent any expected/realistic impurity or radiation distributions, but instead were artificially imposed at a range of locations across the plasma. This means also that the radiation behavior is not linked to the impurity content. This decouples the effect on confinement between pure radiation and (eventually) dilution, the latter not studied in this context. As shown in Figure 1 a Gaussian distribution of radiation at 5 different locations with normalised minor radius ρ = r/a ∈ [0.1, 0.95] has been chosen. Additionally, at each location 4 different radiative powers have been assumed P rad,tot ∈ [50 − 220] MW. This allows us to study the effect of both location and radiative power on confinement. All Gaussian distributions have been chosen with the same width and their peak is varied such that the volume integral gives the wanted total radiation.
Please note that these kind of calculations are appropriate in the stiff transport region of the plasma, but that no pedestal height/width scaling has been applied.
This kind of consis-tency is beyond the scope of our model and should be kept in Figure 2 shows the density and temperature profiles resulting from the ASTRA/TGLF runs using the radiation profiles shown in Figure 1 . The plots show the case of P rad,tot ≈ 100 MW and the colours in both figures refer to the same location of the radiation peaks. Please note, that the two cases of the high core radiation push the simulations beyond their limits of validity as significant amounts of power are radiated from the inner regions. This naturally leads to a collapse of the electron temperature at those positions linked to the concurrent reduction in heating from the fusion reaction.
Assuming that the ITER scaling is correctly capturing the plasma confinement properties with the exception of the instantaneous radiation losses, we can compare it directly to the plasma energy content predicted by the ASTRA/TGLF runs to derive an appropriate correction to the loss power as suggested in equation 4. In lack of a good intuition for what the form of f (ρ) should be, we test 4 potential models covering a range of different behaviours. Our first model assumes a linear function
where C 1 is a free fitting parameter.
As an alternative, one could imagine a square relation with the normalised minor radius ρ as given by
where α is a peaking parameter and C 2 again a free scaling parameter. As a third, model we suggest a simple step function, that defines a core radius ρ core within which all radiation is considered as instantaneous losses that should be subtracted from the loss power. This suggest f (ρ) has the following form
This model is relatively easy to interpret despite being rather crude in assuming that an abrupt cut off radius is physical meaningful. As a last, model we use a square root scaling
where C 4 is a again a free fitting parameter.
800 900 1000 1100 1200 Step Sqrt Figure 3 . Plot of calculated stored energy from the IPB98(y,2) scaling versus the stored energy calculated from ASTRA/TGLF for different choices of f (ρ) excluding pathological cases as e.g. the dashed, yellow and solid, purple lines shown in Figure 2 . These are labelled as: eq. (5) Linear; (6) Square; (7) Step; (8) Sqrt.
In Figure 3 , we compare the plasma energy content W ASTRA in the ASTRA/TGLF runs with the predictions from the IPB98(y,2) scaling law W IPB98 assuming corrections to the loss power as given by our four suggested models for f (ρ). The symbols indicate the data points from the respective best fits for each model and the straight line shows a one-to-one correlation. Table 1 summarises the best fit parameters and the corresponding coefficient of determination R 2 of our least squares analysis. Even though the absolute values of R 2 seem to indicate that the 'step' function gives the best fit in comparison to the other models, all four models fit the data reasonably well and can be equivalently used in correcting the IPB98(y,2) scaling law for high core radiation scenarios.
Fit
Eq. Parameters R Table 1 . Best fit parameters for the different models.
However, we have noted before that the ASTRA results are not really valid for the high radiation peaks in the core region nor any radiation peaks in the pedestal region. Therefore, it makes sense to opt for a model for f (ρ) that does not rely on robust data in either of these regions. Based on this argument and the intuitive interpretation of the step model, we therefore recommend correcting the loss power in the IPB98 scaling law (eq. 2) as well as in the calculation of the stored energy (eq. 1) by the power radiated within ρ core = 0.75 with a normalisation factor of C 3 = 0.6. Figure 4 shows the detailed least squares analysis for the step function. It illustrates the degeneracy of the results. Suggesting that other combinations of values for ρ core = 0.75 ± 0.05 and C 3 = 0.6 ± 0.1 are also reasonably valid. Please note that in a preliminary analysis referenced in (15) we did not exclude the pathological cases. This lead to a result closer to ρ core = 0.6 and C 3 = 1. The cyan squares in Figure 4 indicate the R 2 values of this solution and show that they still fit the data reasonably well, even though they are not nominally the best fit anymore.
Conclusions
Within systems modelling, confinement scaling laws are an essential tool to predict the performance of (demonstration) fusion power plants like the European DEMO. However, the typically used ITER confinement scaling law IPB98(y,2) for ELMy H-modes has been derived from an experimental database that unlike Figure 4 . Plot of the coefficient of determination R 2 of our least squares analysis for the 'step' fitting function 7 vs. the two fit parameters C 3 and ρcore illustrating the robustness of the best fit parameters given in table 1.
fusion power plants has low total and especially low core radiation. Assuming that the scaling law can still be used to extrapolate to DEMO like machines, if the loss power is corrected by instantaneous losses, we tests several models for location dependent radiation corrections. In comparing the actual stored energies to predicted stored energies from the different corrections of the IPB98(y,2) scaling in ASTRA/TGLF runs with different radiation distributions and powers, we find that the most appropriate model is subtracting 60% of all radiative losses inside a normalised minor radius ρ core = 0.75 from the heating power. This leads to P L ≡ P heat = P − 0.6 0.75 ρ=0 P rad (ρ) dV (9) in equations 1 and 2, where P represents the total heating power given by both the α and any auxiliary heating. The result from a preliminary analysis that suggested subtracting all radiative power within ρ core = 0.6 is still yields acceptable results given the other uncertainties in the model.
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